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Should You Know Our Science?

A doctor is not a physicist or chemist. Patients expect doctors to have knowledge of what an MRI or drug will 
do, but not how they work. That is what you are doing in a non-medical way, and your clients should have the 
same expectations.

Patients who want to know more would have to go study physics or chemistry on their own. Likewise, you 
can always point people to:

• Energy 4 Life – an easy introduction
• Decoding the Human Body-Field
• Energy & Information in Nature
• Research into quantum electrodynamics (QED)
• Countless studies on the effects of light and other fields on biology
• Books like Quantum Evolution and the Biology of Belief, etc.

Of course it’s useful to know enough of the science to sound intelligent for certain clients. So learn as much 
as you want. But it’s not your job. Your job is to use a system that works on their path to wellness.



Frequencies / Energy Signatures

Frequency. This is INFORMATION about an energy state.



Frequencies / Energy Signatures

3-Dimensional Frequency



Frequencies / Energy Signatures

Keep 3D in Mind. Waves (information) interact and create patterns (relationships).



Frequencies / Energy Signatures

As more waves interact, more complex fluctuations representing the information of matter. Energy signatures.



Summary (for Practitioners)

All energy “particles” give off pure 3-dimensional wave frequencies, giving us information about those 
particles.

All “matter” is made of energy particles whose waves interact and interfere with one another. Every unique 
type of matter, from atoms to molecules to cells and beyond, has a unique combination energy interacting, 
so the wave or information patterns are unique. “Energy signatures.”

All energy (and therefore matter) speaks through resonance.

• Pure tone vs. voice = vibrations (literally guides you on the necessary adjustment to make)

NES software codes were matched (via resonance) to the energy signatures of specific aspects of the body. So 
when the software produces its codes, it can look for resonance in the body. It does so many times for each 
test item for improved accuracy.



Energy 4 Life (the Book)

We’ll talk about simple explanations for clients, but for those who want more without being overwhelmed ... 

I would have grown my entire practice around giving this book away. (And films, articles, recipes, music. …)



What’s In E4L?

Chapter 5: Understand the Body’s Control System

Simple introduction: information in fields (like a blueprint that energy follows in order to create matter).

How fields affect us: magnets, EMFs, MRIs = Magnetic Resonance Imaging … energy responds to resonance. 
(The machine has to send in a certain frequency in order to increase the energy state of protons.)

Alternative research into fields.

Peter Fraser’s matching tests.

Fields and cellular communication: how the cell membrane responds to both chemicals and fields. The 
membrane drives the activity of the cell. (Bruce Lipton)

May further have to do with structured water lining the membrane and proteins and actually being the direct 
responder to the field.



What’s In E4L?

Chapter 6: Assess the Body’s Control System

Fields govern energy through resonance.

All electronic fields can interact with our own energy through resonance. Just as our fields interact with the 
energy of electronic equipment.

As our software gathers answers, odds alone will drive results within a certain range. As we alter the energy 
of the computer system when it’s running, we alter reading results. This shows us deviations in response to 
the body-field.

Each question presents a mathematical code in resonance with certain aspects of the body-field, so we can 
connect each deviation to an area of the body.

An example of patterns. Repeatability. Emotional factors.



What’s In E4L?

Chapter 7: Restore the Body’s Control System

The Incredible Story of Water. (Earlier in the book explains structure for energy. Now we explain structure for
carrying information.)

Memory of Biologically Active Substances / Water Memory Affecting Biology

Imprinting Water Electronically

How Infoceuticals are Different: corrective information vs. hormesis

How Infoceuticals are Made

Results / Research



Explanation to Clients: What Do We Do?

What Do We Do?
Modern medicine focuses on what’s gone wrong chemically in the body, but they cannot say why. They use 
drugs to suppress what has happened rather than fixing why.

Nutrition helps when missing nutrients are the problem, and we agree with the importance of good 
nutrition. It’s just that this is not always the real issue.

Chemistry is driven by the movement of energy, so we deal with the body’s energy control system, or why
things have gone wrong in the body. This supports the body’s health and healing at a more basic level.

Optional: this control system is also where consciousness interacts with our bodies, and why stress and 
emotions have such a big impact on our health. Because of this, we’re able to assess thoughts and emotions 
through this interaction.



Explanation to Clients: How Does It Work?

How Does It Work?
All energy expresses itself through frequencies. When you combine these in unique ways to create different 
parts of the body, each part ends up with its own complex frequency or “energy signature.” If the energy 
signature of something in the body changes, that means the physical body itself has changed.

Frequencies allow for communication through space through resonance, the way singing a note can cause an 
instrument string to start vibrating and play the same note.

The NES Health scanning system produces a certain energy signature and looks for resonant feedback from 
the person it’s assessing. It tests many times for accuracy and lets us know how resonant the body is or isn’t. 
This shows us where more support is needed.

Structured water has been shown for more than 100 years to be able to carry information and affect the 
body with the information it carries. This is again done through resonance. Infoceuticals carry the information
of what the body in a healthy state so that, through resonance, it can guide the body back toward that state.



Explanation to Clients: Even Simpler

What do you do? We address the control system of the body that drives all the body’s activity. This is the root 
cause of health problems, and lets us support the body’s own ability to heal and stay healthy.

How does it work? You do an assessment with me and I’m able to show where the body most needs support.

Yeah, but how does it work? I’m not the inventor of the system, just a user of it. But basically, every part of 
the body has a unique energy signature, and the software interacts with the body’s control system to see if 
that energy signature is accurate or not. If it isn’t, we need to offer it support.

If you need to know more, I can guide you to some additional reading.

How do you know it works? By observation. Most scans very obviously relate to known client symptoms, and 
when we use Infoceuticals, we see improvements – usually on the first protocol. Sometimes changes are 
subtle, sometimes very obvious. But they make noticeable differences in people’s lives, especially as the 
changes accumulate over time.


